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The members of the Energy Transition Leadership Forum and authors of this blueprint are 17
prominent figures in Australia. We are CEOs of energy companies, presidents of conservation
organisations, scientists, economists, leaders of professions, bankers, lawyers, broadcasters and a
former Governor General of Australia. We are also sons and daughters, parents and grandparents
who want to look back on the actions we take now and know we did the right thing.
We care deeply about Australia’s future. We are bound by our concern for the significant dangers and
disruptions we are already experiencing and that will worsen as our world continues to warm. The pollution
from producing and using energy in Australia is fuelling global warming and this can and must change.
Change is inevitable. Clean energy is here to stay. Our country’s choice is to plan for this
inevitability and make sure the clean energy transition is controlled, innovative and fair, or resist
and delay and deal with the consequences of a chaotic transition that disrupts our energy security,
harms communities and our economy and fails to lower climate pollution.

To us the decision is clear. A nation powered by clean
energy is not only possible, it is necessary to protect our
beautiful and fragile island continent from dangerous
climate change and provide reliable, secure and
affordable energy for all.
We call on our federal government to lead a national energy transition plan to shift Australia to
clean energy, through engaging across parliament and with all levels of government, communities,
workers and businesses. The plan should drive a transition to clean energy by 2050, or sooner, to
meet our international obligations under the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement.
This blueprint outlines eight actions under three themes that should form the basis of Australia’s
national plan to drive a clean energy transition. Transforming our country’s energy mix is complex.
This blueprint does not have all the answers but it provides clear direction.
The future outlined in this document is bright, not bleak. The changes we must make can bring us
healthier lives and economic certainty; they can unleash billions in increased investment and create
innovative jobs. In this future, Australia will be known as a progressive world leader in clean energy,
not one of the world’s biggest per capita polluters.
Let’s make the right choice for Australia and plan a fair energy transition for all.
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“Energy cannot be created or
destroyed, it can only be changed
from one form to another.”
— Albert Einstein, First Law of Thermodynamics.
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THE STORY OF ENERGY
— Past, Present and Future
By Geraldine Brooks AO:
Journalist and Pulitzer Prize winning author
In the beginning there was wind, water, fire. Canvas snatched the wind and carried us around the
globe. Massive millstones turned under the force of rushing streams. A world lit by wood and wax
flared brighter with the discovery of whale oil, and coastal cities grew up on that trade.
Change came, as it always does. In 1850, the whaling port New Bedford, Massachusetts, known
as “the city that lit the world” was the richest town in America.1 Nine years later, petroleum was
discovered in Pennsylvania and in an eyeblink, New Bedford dwindled into blight and poverty.2
Oil, coal and gas powered a new age of industry. Sail gave way to steam and ships to planes, rail
and superhighways. All this happened in the span of a single lifetime: less than a century from the
Wright brothers to the Concorde, a few decades from the horse and cart to interstate highways.
Now, once again, change is coming. Our use of carbon fuels has seared our planet. Already we
face melting glaciers, corrosive oceans, storm-strafed coastlines, bleaching reefs, lightning-scorched
forests, bushfires of infernal ferocity and increasing frequency.
We are smashing temperature records globally, month after month and year after year. This year is
on track to be the hottest on record, as was the last, and the one before that.3
Massive climate disruption is not a problem for the future. It is a problem now. We cannot ignore
physics and keep powering our lives with energy sources that ravage our only home.
We have no choice but to face the urgent need for change. The only choice we have is how we manage it.
We can be left behind, like the decayed whaling cities of the 19th century, or we can lead the way to
a new prosperity: an innovative, controlled transition to a clean energy future.
The change we must make can lead to healthier lives and economic certainty; it can unleash billions
in increased investment and create innovative jobs. It is a future in which Australia becomes known
as a progressive world leader in clean energy, rather than as the world’s biggest per capita polluter.
We’ve already made a start. At the Paris climate talks in December 2015, Australia joined with 195
other nations to finally recognise that we must urgently work together to address climate change.
The result: the world’s first universal, legally binding global climate agreement. Our government
promised to take action to limit global warming to well below 2°C and committed to aim for 1.5°C
above pre-industrial levels.4 This means we must progressively reduce pollution to net zero by midcentury for a seventy-five per cent chance to stay below 2°C or much sooner for any chance of
limiting warming to 1.5 °C.5
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In Australia, since over two thirds of the climate pollution we generate comes from how we produce
and use energy, we must transition our energy system away from polluting fuels to clean energy.
We are facing the greatest threat – and the greatest opportunity – for humanity and our living
world. This is not a matter of ‘we should do this’ or ‘we’d be wise to.’ It’s simpler. We must.

And we can.
We are already in the midst of an energy revolution.
We are returning to the original clean sources of power
– wind and water. We are harnessing the sun, the waves
and the earth’s geothermal energy.
Clean energy technologies are expanding rapidly.6 Innovations in battery storage, electric vehicles
and solar cells are as revolutionary as the light bulb and airplane. Solar panels today cost 150 times
less than they did in the 1970s.7 CSIRO has invented lightweight, low-cost and flexible printable
solar cells it can print onto anything from rooftops to windows and packaging and smartphones.8
Global investment in clean energy has soared in both developed and developing countries. For 75
days in a row last year, Costa Rica generated 100 per cent of its energy from hydro and geothermal
power. In May this year, Portugal ran on renewable energy alone for four days straight, just days
after Germany used clean energy to meet nearly all of its electricity needs. Scotland is currently
building the world’s largest floating wind farm and last year, wind power produced the equivalent of
97 per cent of the country’s household electricity needs. In the Netherlands, wind energy currently
powers more than half the country’s rail network; it will be 100 per cent wind powered by 2018.9
As countries embrace clean energy, they are transitioning away from energy fuels that produce
pollution such as coal, oil and gas. In July 2016, the Chinese government banned the construction
of new coal-fired power stations and has announced it will close 1,254 coal mines in 2016. The
United Kingdom, too, plans to phase out all of its coal power plants within a decade; it currently
has a target to reduce climate pollution by 57 per cent by 2032 on 1990 levels. In the United States,
200 coal-burning power facilities have closed or are closing, with more to follow. Scotland and
Belgium have already burnt their last lumps of coal for electricity.10
In Australia, the transition has already begun.
In 2012 coal-fired plants generated 66 per cent of Australia’s domestic electricity, down from 75 per
cent a decade earlier. And by 2015, clean energy sources accounted for almost 15 per cent, more
than doubling the decade-earlier figure.11
Today, over fifteen percent of Australian households capture the sun on their rooftops.12 Some 23
million solar panels are harvesting sunshine, right across our wide brown land. That’s a panel for
every single person in the country.13
Governments and business are driving clean technology, offering feed-in tariffs for solar systems
and tax incentives for clean energy investment; streamlining planning processes; setting state-based
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We can be left behind, like the decayed
whaling cities of the 19th century,
or we can lead the way to a new prosperity:
an innovative, controlled transition to
a clean energy future.
renewable energy targets, setting reverse auctions for the purchase of renewable energy and bulk
community clean power purchase schemes; and providing financial assistance for community
institutions such as hospitals, universities, schools and sporting clubs to embrace clean energy
technology and energy efficiency. In Western Australia, the state government has directed the stateowned electricity utility to shut down excess coal and gas capacity over the next two years.14 The
Victorian government has a renewable energy target of 40 per cent by 2025.15 Queensland has a
50 per cent target by 2030.16 By 2020, the ACT aims to have 100 per cent renewable energy. South
Australia and Victoria have committed to reach zero net emissions by 2050.17
Visionaries in academia, business and civil society have taken the lead, laying out the next steps
in our energy transition. Groups such as ‘We Mean Business’ gives the world’s most influential
businesses and investors a common platform to embrace the opportunities while the Australian
Climate Roundtable brings together business, community groups and unions to work through the
challenges and logistics.18
We are progressing and the transition is unstoppable. Yet it can be slowed, stalled, and bungled.
There is all the difference in the world between seizing this opportunity to lead, and stumbling
behind, tripped up by muddled plans and lukewarm, contradictory policies.
Australia remains one of the world’s worst climate polluters per capita and our climate pollution is
still rising.19 In 2014-15, Australia’s energy emissions increased by just over one per cent while global
energy emissions remained flat.20
Australia has some of the best clean energy sources in the world. Our abundance of sun, wind
and well established hydro systems means that we can move away from fuels like coal, gas and oil 21
which produce climate pollution that is extremely difficult and costly to abate.22 We also have gifted
scientists and farsighted entrepreneurs who can bring the innovation we urgently need.
Change will come. Australia’s choice is to embrace the transition and the economic opportunities it
brings. To plan for inevitable changes to our energy sectors and economy and make sure the transition
is fair for all. Or we can resist and delay and deal with consequences of an unmanaged and chaotic
transition that harms our communities and our economy and fails to rapidly lower our climate
pollution. This transition won’t always be easy, but by accepting necessity and acting with speed and
clarity, we can buffer any negative impact and protect vulnerable businesses and populations.

The choice we make will set Australia on paths to two
very different futures.
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Future one:
a dynamic transition
Thirty years from now.
In 2016, we made a choice to work together for a clean energy Australia. All levels of government
and members of parliament joined with the community and business to implement an ambitious
national plan. With parliamentary support and widespread community and business enthusiasm,
the transition was challenging but relatively smooth.
Some were skeptical. Some were daunted. Especially those in towns whose whole history and
commerce were bound up in old fuels. But we embraced the fundamental Aussie ethos, that
we’re all in this together, and we shared the burdens fairly. In line with the science and Australia’s
international commitments, we engaged with affected communities and started to phase out coalfired power stations. With careful planning and support, communities were able to prepare for the
future and workers found the help they needed to transition to new jobs.
In place of sclerotic, climate polluting plants, clean technologies flourished thanks to the right
policies and economic incentives. With careful planning, new sources came online as we shut down
the capacity of older facilities. We improved the electricity grid to make sure it was interconnected
and fit for the reliable, secure supply of the 21st century’s clean energy. We updated our transport
network to run entirely on clean energy and we became super-efficient with our energy use.
These days, we power houses, factories and skyscrapers with clean energy. We zip across vast distances on
fast trains and drive pollution free vehicles on solar-paneled roads. Our houses and buildings are energy
efficient and well-built. We don’t waste things anymore – from the smallest households to the largest
factories, we reuse what one process discards as input for another. Best of all: Australians work in good jobs
that don’t trade off their health or the health of our only home, this beautiful and fragile island-continent.
Some 30 years ago, economic modelling and research indicated we could dramatically reduce
climate pollution and shift to clean energy before 2050, while continuing to grow our economy.23
The modelling was right and a national plan provided clarity and certainty so people could invest
money in the energy market for the long term with confidence. Money loves certainty and hates
muddle. So this clear pathway unleashed billions in new investment in Australia and we more
than kept pace with our trading partners. We encouraged other countries to reduce their pollution
and worked together with people in developing countries to help them cope with the impacts of a
damaged climate and make the transition to the new clean energy world.
Like vaccination and democracy, addressing our damaged climate and transforming our energy system
have gone down in history as incredible achievements, where people came together to solve big challenges
and create a better world. As Aussies, we’re proud that once again, we took the lead.
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Future two:
a chaotic, unplanned transition
Thirty years from now.
Nothing changed in 2016, or the next year, or the one after. Instead, we wasted time arguing. There were
pockets of action – communities put solar panels on their roofs, some energy companies committed
to clean power and some state governments decided not to wait for a national plan. But we were
unprepared for the global momentum and the march of technology that shook up Australia’s energy
sector. Falling farther and farther behind, we had no choice in the end but to rush to catch up. But
by then we could not manage the impact on communities or business. The shift was abrupt and the
consequences severe. While everyone felt the effects of a flagging economy, the burdens fell unfairly. Lowincome families suffered and many communities were devastated.
In 2030 we had to take dramatic action to close more than 80 per cent of Australia’s coal-fired
generators over just five years.24 When these facilities shut without preparation, workers suddenly
lost their jobs and had no support to transition to new industries. Alinta Energy closed its coal mine
at Leigh Creek and its Port Augusta power stations in South Australia back in 2016 and 400 people
lost their jobs. The Hazelwood coal plant closed soon after; it was a glimpse of what was to come.
Years later, when whole clusters of coal-fired power stations in Victoria’s Latrobe Valley and New
South Wales’ Hunter Valley shut at short notice, they left regional communities with little to show
for decades of hard work. People had no chance to plan for the future. Once-thriving towns went
the way of New Bedford two centuries earlier: blighted and left behind.
It was expensive and challenging to suddenly build enough clean energy capacity to fill the
gap. Investors were skittish. Policy flip-flops over decades made them reluctant to commit to
finance clean energy projects. As coal and gas facilities closed, Australia’s energy supply became
increasingly unstable and electricity prices sky-rocketed.
And above all: our slow transition away from coal, oil and gas meant we could not curb pollution to
limit climate change. Our inaction encouraged other countries to ignore the scale of the problem
until it was too late. Storms and fires left families homeless. A bleached reef attracted no tourists.
Beaches vanished, along with our beloved surf culture. Insurers went bankrupt or stopped writing
policies. No one could safeguard what they still had.
They warned us about tipping points, but everything changed much faster than we expected.
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Future one or future two?
If we do not start planning to create
future one — now, today — we will end
up with some version of future two.
Here is what we — energy executives,
conservationists, bankers and
scientists — believe we must do.

An old windmill and new wind
turbines dominate the skyline in
South-East South Australia
Photo. Gary Unwin/Shutterstock.com
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The eight foundational actions are:
Integrate climate and
energy policy

ACTION 1:

Update the electricity market to speed a clean energy transition

ACTION 2:

An orderly and just
transition

Facilitate and accelerate the inevitable closure
of coal-fired power plants
ACTION 3:

Accelerate the uptake of clean energy technologies and
support the development of new technology
ACTION 4:

Create an attractive sustainable investment environment
for clean energy
ACTION 5:

Ensure a just transition for communities and workers

ACTION 6:

Support vulnerable people to use energy efficiently
and adjust to the energy transition
ACTION 7:

Pursue complementary
reform

Increase Australia’s energy efficiency

ACTION 8:

Dramatically reduce climate pollution from transport
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A national plan to drive
the energy transition

We are calling on our federal government to lead a national energy transition plan to shift Australia
to clean energy, through engaging across parliament and with all levels of government, communities,
workers and businesses. The plan should drive a transition to clean energy by 2050, or sooner, to meet
our international obligations under the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement.
The national plan needs to establish rules, policies, regulations, markets and a basis for investment that
will power the transition. These principles, and the structures that flow from them, must be enduring if
they are to be effective and they must be founded upon the notion of a just, fair transition for workers,
businesses and communities. They must set up Australia to prosper from the innovation and services that
come with the clean energy transition.
This blueprint outlines eight actions under three themes that should form the basis of the national plan
to drive a clean energy transition. Transitioning to clean energy is complex. This blueprint does not have
all the answers but it provides clear direction. Each action includes a foundational reform and a range of
related recommendations. Implementing these eight actions will put us on a pathway towards the future
we all want, one that secures affordable and reliable energy supplies, cares for workers, communities and
our environment and encourages investment by providing greater certainty for business.
Government leadership is essential
Governments have a unique ability to transform Australia. Only government can align the efforts of
multiple sectors with complementary goals. It can drive planning and decision making, and ensure we
embrace the opportunities of transforming our energy system.

Now more than ever, Australians need leadership.
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Integrate Climate and
Energy Policy

Solar farm in the
Czech Republic
Photo. Castka/
Shutterstock.com

ACTION 1: Update the

electricity market to speed
a clean energy transition

THE PROBLEM

THE BARRIERS

The current electricity market was designed for
the past, when only a small number of large-scale
operators generated electricity and fed it into
a centralised grid for distribution to people and
businesses who consumed it. But that’s all changing.
A different model is emerging. Around 1.5 million
households have solar panels. Decentralised large
and small scale clean energy facilities powered by
wind and solar are proliferating.1 The result: a growing
mismatch between the existing market and regulatory
frameworks and the technology people actually
use and wish to use. This misalignment is slowing
Australia’s energy transition.

Outdated electricity market objective
Australia’s energy markets were designed around
20 years ago. Our energy needs have changed
significantly since then. The design, governance
and regulation of our energy market are outdated.
A report commissioned by the Council of Australian
Governments’ Energy Council, Review of Governance
Arrangements for Australian Energy Markets, describes
the challenges of this new world:

THE SOLUTION
We need to update our electricity market framework.
We need reformed governance structures – including
an updated National Electricity Objective – alongside
electricity tariff reforms that better reflect the real
costs of providing electricity and manage the prices
people pay for electricity.
The Australian government should update our
National Electricity Objective to include a clear
goal to accelerate Australia’s energy transition
towards net zero emissions before 2050, to fulfil
our domestic policy objectives and international
commitments. The objective should also properly
incentivise investment in clean energy and the
infrastructure required for the transition.

The pace of change in the energy sector has accelerated
to a level that is arguably unprecedented. The principal
underlying drivers that were most frequently identified
were continuing, innovative developments in digital and
renewable technologies and their applications, and in
policy responses to the assessed risks of harmful climate
change. Either driver would pose major challenges for the
energy sector; when taken together, they have created a
policy environment that is more onerous and complex than
it has ever been.2
The National Electricity Market is guided by the
National Electricity Objective. This objective does not
take into account Australia’s need to reduce climate
pollution and shift to clean energy, even though these
objectives are outlined in government policy and in
our commitments under the Paris Agreement.3
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Outdated electricity governance system
A number of bodies drive Australia’s electricity market, policy design and regulation. Among these bodies are the
Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO), the Australian Energy Regulator (AER), the Australian Energy Market
Commission (AEMC) and the COAG Energy Council, which is made up of relevant federal and state ministers.4

COAG

COAG Energy Council

Energy market
policy development
AER

AEMC

AEMO

Energy market economic
regulation and rule enforcement

Energy market
rule setting

Energy market operator

The governance system for the National Electricity
Market needs to be updated to encourage innovation
in strategic decision making regarding Australia’s future
energy mix and the rules and structures to achieve an
orderly transition to a clean electricity system.

As people are not exposed to price signalling,
some customers effectively subsidise other
customers, depending on when they use electricity.
We use our shared electricity network and
generation assets inefficiently.

The role of the AEMC in strategic policy advice
should be substantially expanded to facilitate better
energy market policy development at the COAG
Energy Council. The number of AEMC commissioners
should also be increased to include representations
from consumers and the clean energy sector.5

At the moment, generators and network owners make
money by charging consumers for the amount of
electricity they use. In recent years, as people have
used less grid-sourced electricity, network businesses
have increased prices to recover revenue. This has
only encouraged customers to reduce their use even
more. This process is known as a ‘death spiral.’8

Inflexible electricity tariffs
Australia’s electricity tariffs need reform.6 The
cost of producing and delivering electricity is not
constant – at peak demand times electricity is
more expensive; at low demand times when there
is plenty to go around, it costs less. Yet because
of the tariff pricing structures, underlying costs are
hidden from consumers so they have no financial
incentive to use electricity wisely. For example:

Our government should reform these tariffs to properly
reflect underlying cost/price signals and give people
and businesses incentives to adopt clean and smart
technologies, while ensuring the transition is as smooth
as possible, especially for vulnerable people.

Customers will tend to use their air-conditioners at peak
times, even if that means the local network reaches or
exceeds its limits. Customers will not have an incentive to
reduce their consumption (or defer charging of their electric
vehicle) or to use their local generation at such peak times.7
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Complementary action
We also call on state and territory governments
to support these recommendations and ensure
the COAG Energy Council implements them as
efficiently as possible.

FOUNDATIONAL ACTION
Before the 2017 Climate Policy Review, we call on
the Federal Government to convene a group of
experts best able to research and recommend
essential revisions in governance and markets
and necessary infrastructure to ensure a smooth
energy transition.

1 Australian Energy Regulator, State of the Energy Market 2015, December
2015, p. 6, https://www.aer.gov.au/publications/state-of-the-energy-marketreports/state-of-the-energy-market-2015

The group should provide recommendations on
how best to:

2 COAG Energy Council, Review of Governance Arrangements for Australian
Energy Markets Final Report, October 2015, p. 19 https://scer.govspace.gov.
au/files/2014/12/Review-of-Gov-Arrangements-for-Energy-Markets-FinalReport-Jan-2016-PDFTAG.pdf

•	Revisit the National Electricity Objective to
incorporate a clear goal to accelerate Australia’s
energy transition towards net zero emissions
before 2050, consistent with government policy
and international commitments.

3 Clean Energy Council, PowerShift: A blueprint for a 21st century energy system,
2016, p.21, https://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/dam/cec/policy-andadvocacy/reports/2016/power-shift.pdf
4 Adapted from, ‘AEMO Pivotal to Australia’s Energy Future,’ 2013, p. 18
http://www.aemo.com.au/~/media/Files/Other/corporate/AEMO_Corp_
Brochure14.2.ashx
5 The Review of Governance Arrangements for Australian Energy Markets
delivered to the COAG Energy Council in October 2015 recommended an
expansion of AEMC commissioners and more full time commissioners. Chapter 6
recommendation 6.1 and 6.2, https://scer.govspace.gov.au/files/2014/12/Reviewof-Gov-Arrangements-for-Energy-Markets-Final-Report-Jan-2016-PDFTAG.pdf

•	Reform the governance structures for the
National Electricity Market (NEM), to:
–	Expand the role of the AEMC in strategic policy
development, increasing the number of AEMC
commissioners and broadening the sectors
represented by commissioners;

6 https://grattan.edu.au/news/victoria-goes-slow-on-electricity-tariff-reform/
, http://consumeraction.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/ENANational-Network-Tariff-Reform_CALC-CUAC-submission.pdf
7 Darryl Biggar (ACCC), Why is network tariff reform necessary? January 27 2015,
https://informaaustralia.wordpress.com/2015/01/27/why-is-network-tariffreform-necessary/

–	Reform electricity tariffs to better reflect
the true costs of providing electricity and
to provide people and businesses with
appropriate signals for using electricity;

8 Darryl Biggar (ACCC), Why is network tariff reform necessary?

–	Create market rules that enable the
development of new systems to support
the development of infrastructure for the
transmission of clean energy;
–	Facilitate a market structure that gives
households and small scale producers an
incentive to sell the electricity they produce
back into the grid for fair returns;
–	Provide for infrastructure investment that enables
a fit for purpose transmission system and
consistency with the changing generation mix.
The review announced by the COAG Energy
Council (the Finkel Review) should include the
environmental sustainability of the NEM alongside
other identified goals of security, reliability and
governance of the NEM.
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Australia’s most polluting and least efficient power stations (2014-15 t CO2-e)19
Power Station

Emissions Intensity
(Tonnes CO2-e/MWh)

Emissions
(MT CO2-e)

Fuel Source

Year Commissioned

Hazelwood

1.4

15.5

Brown Coal

1964-71

Yallourn

1.27

14.6

Brown Coal

1973/4-81/2

Loy Yang A

1.14

18.8

Brown Coal

1984-87

Loy Yang B

1.13

9.8

Brown Coal

1993-96

Gladstone

0.97

6.4

Black Coal

1976

Liddell

0.94

6.6

Black Coal

1971-73

Bayswater

0.88

12.3

Black Coal

1985-86

Tarong

0.88

6.7

Black Coal

1984-86

Vales Point

0.87

6.1

Black Coal

1978

Eraring

0.86

12.3

Black Coal

1982-84
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ACTION 2: Facilitate and

accelerate the inevitable closure
of coal-fired power plants

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

Over many decades, Australia has taken advantage of
coal as a cheap source of electricity. But by generating
so much electricity from coal, we are pumping some
187.5 million tonnes of climate pollution into our skies
each year.9 Electricity generation alone causes around a
third of Australia’s climate pollution and the dominance of
coal makes Australia much more emissions intensive than
the United States and the European Union.10 As well as
damaging our climate, burning coal generates pollution
which damages our air and harms people’s health.11

To address the problem of Australia’s aging
electricity plants, reduce Australia’s climate pollution
and meet the 2°C commitment under the Paris
Agreement, it is inevitable that our existing coalfired operations must close. As a nation, we have an
opportunity to decide how and when to close the
power stations that have served us for generations.

A considered and orderly plan to retire coal-fired
power stations is required, with clear timelines and
a smooth and steady process. The Climate Change
Authority has calculated the carbon budget that
Australia’s coal-fired stations are some of the most
polluting and least efficient in the world. Our aging fleet Australia must stay within to remain aligned to the
uses old, inefficient technology that is well past its use- 2°C goal.20 Using this budget as a framework in
by date; five of our generators are more than 35 years
its proposed path to net zero emissions by mid12
old and one was commissioned way back in 1964.
century, the Climate Institute calls for Australia
By 2030 nearly half of Australia’s existing coal-fired
to retire coal generation by 2035 and reduce
power stations will be 50 years old and the average
generation by 1,500 MW each year on the way.21
13
age of the fleet will be over 40. They will be difficult
With leadership and planning, we can ensure
and expensive to update14 and there is currently no
Australia’s transition away from coal-fired
cost-effective way of sequestering pollution – also
generation is as efficient and smooth as possible.
known as carbon capture and storage – from even the
We can attract investment to overhaul every part
most efficient plants,15 which is an important factor in
of the electricity generation and supply chain,
planning their transition. If technology was to advance
which will foster emerging innovation and new
in this area it could play a role amongst a range of
technology breakthroughs. We can help coal plant
future options in Australia’s energy mix.
operators phase out their existing assets and invest
Hazelwood Power Station, for example, was built in
in assets designed to replace them. This will give
the 1960s and has an emissions intensity of 1.4 tonnes communities and companies certainty so they
of CO2 per megawatt hour. This is 35 per cent more
can plan for the future and manage the cost of
electricity over the long term.
polluting than the world’s average for ‘sub-critical
generators’ – the least efficient and most polluting
power stations that use considerably more coal and
water to generate the same amount of power.16 17
Even Australia’s newer coal-fired generators produce
significant volumes of climate pollution.18
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THE BARRIERS
Australia’s current trajectory is not
ambitious enough
Under Australia’s current modest pollution
reduction targets, the Australian Energy Market
Operator (AEMO) projects we need to withdraw
coal-fired generation from the National Electricity
Market by 2030, by around:22
•	40 per cent in Victoria (about 2,700 MW of
generation capacity);
•	30 per cent in New South Wales (about 3,300
MW of generation capacity); and
•	30 per cent in Queensland (about 2,700 MW of
generation capacity).
AEMO also assumes coal-fired generation capacity
of 7,700 MW will be phased out in the 2030s and
2040s (Bayswater, Loy Yang A and Eraring) in line with
announcements by their owners, AGL and Origin.
However, these closures will need to be significantly
accelerated as Australia raises its emissions
reduction targets to respond to our damaged
climate and do our fair part in meeting the 2°C
commitment under the Paris Agreement.
There is no market or regulatory incentive
to reduce pollution
At the moment, the government does not require
electricity generators to pay for the pollution they
generate and the damage this causes our climate.
This leaves operators with no financial incentive
to manage the emissions intensity of their power
stations. There are also currently no regulatory
standards to limit the emissions intensity or age of
power stations. Because coal pollution is damaging
our climate and harming the broader community, its
true cost is not properly reflected. This increases
its apparent cost advantage over clean energy
sources. (See action 3 for further discussion.)

There is little incentive to close
Australia has an excess of electricity generation
capacity. Right now, the National Electricity Market
has the capacity to generate around 7,000 MW
more electricity than it requires, due to a range of
factors including falling demand and households and
businesses generating their own clean energy.23 This
oversupply reduces the wholesale price of electricity.
However, if a power station closes, reducing or
eliminating the oversupply, wholesale electricity
prices will go up – benefiting the energy companies
that are still operating. It therefore makes economic
sense to coal-fired generators to wait for other
companies to close their plants first which ultimately
leaves companies waiting and ‘sweating’ their
assets (waiting until the low costs of maintaining old
facilities become higher than the money they can
make running at a reduced rate).24
This increases the potential for a disorderly or
relatively sudden closure – as was the case for
Alinta Energy which closed its coal-fired power
station in South Australia in 2016 and Energy
Australia which shut its Wallerawang operation
in 2014.25 The Hazelwood Power Station in
Victoria’s Latrobe Valley will close in March 2017.26
The cost of closure is significant
Decommissioning power stations and rehabilitating
their associated mines is expensive. Estimates
put the rehabilitation costs of shutting down
Alcoa’s Anglesea brown coal power station
and coal mine at approximately $400,000 per
megawatt of capacity.27 Environment Victoria
predicts that rehabilitating the coal mines that
service power stations in Victoria’s Latrobe Valley
will cost between $243 million and $600 million.28
It is economically beneficial for plant owners to
delay the realisation of this liability, which further
incentivises ‘mothballing’ over permanent closure.
‘Mothballing’ reduces certainty for new investors
who look to enter the market with clean energy
solutions, since mothballed plants could reopen
again and change the expected price dynamics.
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11 In Australia the negative impacts of the pollutants produced from coal-fired
electricity generation cost $2.6 billion annually: Climate Council, Health Effects
of Coal, September 2014, p.2 http://www.climatecouncil.org.au/uploads/
d2b6cbbfff522e700c99f3c4e3c0aee0.pdf

FOUNDATIONAL ACTION
We call on the federal government to lead the
development of a plan to facilitate the phased
and controlled closure of coal-fired electricity
production that is in line with Australia’s
commitment to the Paris Agreement.

12 Andrew Stock, The Climate Council, ‘Australia’s Electricity Sector: Ageing,
Inefficient and Unprepared, 2014, p.8. http://www.climatecouncil.org.au/uploads/
f9ba30356f697f238d0ae54e913b3faf.pdf
13 Andrew Stock, The Climate Council, ‘Australia’s Electricity Sector: Ageing,
Inefficient and Unprepared, 2014, p. 12.
14 Andrew Stock, The Climate Council, ‘Australia’s Electricity Sector: Ageing,
Inefficient and Unprepared, 2014, p. 8.

Options the federal government could consider as
part of the plan to ensure the reliability, affordability
and sustainability of Australia’s energy supply and
address the barriers above, include:

15 C02CRC, ‘Submission to Infrastructure Victoria ‘All things considered’
options paper’, June 2016, p.6, http://yoursay.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/
application/files/4514/6614/9545/CO2CRC_submission_to_Infrastructure_
Victoria_17.06.16.pdf

•	A market mechanism for regulated closure of
highly emissions intensive power stations;

16 Ben Caldecott, Gerard Dericks & James Mitchell, ‘Subcritical Coal in Australia:
Risks to Investors and Implications for Policymakers Working Paper’ Stranded Assets
Programme, University of Oxford’s Smith School of Enterprise and the Environment,
March 2015, page 7.

•	An emissions intensity standard for power stations
that tightens over time, ensuring the dirtiest coalfired power stations are closed first; or

17 Ben Caldecott, Gerard Dericks & James Mitchell, ‘Subcritical Coal in Australia:
Risks to Investors and Implications for Policymakers Working Paper’ Stranded Assets
Programme, University of Oxford’s Smith School of Enterprise and the Environment,
March 2015, pages 5 and 7.

•	An age-based regulation that tightens over time,
ensuring the oldest coal-fired power stations are
closed first.

18 “Australia has no coal-fired power stations that use the most efficient ultrasupercritical technology” – our generators are all subcritical (89% – or 26,088MW,
average age 31) and supercritical (11%, generating 3,379MW, average age 11): Ben
Caldecott, Gerard Dericks & James Mitchell, ‘Subcritical Coal in Australia: Risks to
Investors and Implications for Policymakers Working Paper’ Stranded Assets Programme,
University of Oxford’s Smith School of Enterprise and the Environment, March
2015, pages 5 and 7.

The federal government should convene an expert
panel to investigate and report on potential options
to facilitate a gradual and systematic phase out of
coal fired generation.

19 Clean Energy Regulator, Designated generation facilities report 2014-15, http://
www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/DocumentAssets/Pages/Designated-generationfacilities-report-2014-15.aspx
20 Climate Change Authority, Reducing Australia’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions – Targets and
Progress Review Final Report, February 2014.p. 100, http://climatechangeauthority.
gov.au/files/files/Target-Progress-Review/Targets%20and%20Progress%20
Review%20Final%20Report.pdf

Complementary action
We also call on state and territory governments
to work with the federal government to develop
a national plan to phase out coal-fired electricity
generation and implement policies that require
owners of coal-fired electricity generators and
associated mines to post bonds that ensure
they can fully fund decommissioning costs and
associated mine rehabilitation costs.

21 The Climate Institute, A Switch in Time: Enabling the electricity sector’s transition to net
zero emissions, April 2016, p. 1, http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/verve/_resources/
TCI_A-Switch-In-Time_Final.pdf
22 Australian Energy Market Operator, Consultation Paper: Material Issues and Proposed
Inputs for the 2016 National Transmission Network Development Plan, January 2016, p.8.
http://www.aemo.com.au/Consultations/National-Electricity-Market/2016NTNDP-Consultation
23 Pitt and Sherry, ‘Carbon Emissions Index: National Electricity Market
Update’, July 2016 http://www.pittsh.com.au/assets/files/Cedex/CEDEX%20
Electricity%20update%20July%202016%20final.pdf
24 Australian Energy Market Operator, Report on Security and Reliability in the National
Electricity Market in the Context of Generation Exits, May 2015 p. iii, https://scer.govspace.
gov.au/files/2015/09/AEMO-Security-and-Reliability-in-the-NEM.pdf

9 Department of the Environment, Quarterly Update of Australia’s National
Greenhouse Gas Inventory: December 2015, May 2016. p. 7, https://www.
environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/7c0b18b4-f230-444a-8ccd162c8545daa6/files/nggi-quarterly-update-dec-2015.pdf
10 Climate Change Authority, Comparing countries’ emission targets: A practical
guide http://www.climatechangeauthority.gov.au/comparing-countries-emissionstargets-practical-guide. In fact, across Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland (the
states that comprise the National Electricity Market along with SA and Tas) over 50 per
cent of our total generating capacity comes from sub-critical coal-fired power stations:
Timothy King, Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis, Sub-Critical
Australia, Risks from market imbalance in the Australian National Electricity Market, May 2016,
p.2. http://ieefa.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Sub-Critical-Australia-RisksFrom-Market-Imbalance-in-the-Australian-National-Electricity_May-2016.pdf

25 http://reneweconomy.com.au/2014/lights-out-at-1gw-wallerawang-coal-firedpower-station-27956 , https://www.alintaenergy.com.au/about-us/news/augustapower-station-ceases-generation
26 Dylan McConnell, ‘Closing Victoria Hazelwood power station is no threat to
electricity supply, ’The Conversation, September 26 2016, https://theconversation.com/
closing-victorias-hazelwood-power-station-is-no-threat-to-electricity-supply-66024
27 Timothy King, Institute for Energy Economics and Financial Analysis, Sub-Critical
Australia, Risks from market imbalance in the Australian National Electricity Market, May 2016, p.30
28 Environment Victoria, Preventing the Preventable: Policy Options for Accelerating Coal
Mine Rehabilitation and Creating Jobs in the Latrobe Valley, October 2014, p.7 http://
environmentvictoria.org.au/newsite/sites/default/files/useruploads/Preventing%20
the%20Preventable.pdf
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ACTION 3: Accelerate the uptake

of clean energy technologies
and support the development of
new technology

THE PROBLEM

THE BARRIERS

Our grid is outdated. Storage technology is
inadequate. Our National Innovation and Science
Agenda does not identify Australia’s climate
challenges or the need to transition Australia’s
energy systems as priorities. Meanwhile science
and research budgets have been slashed.

Clean energy is not yet a national R&D priority
Despite the transition to clean energy driving
investment and innovation across the world and
in Australia, the National Innovation and Science
Agenda does not mention climate change, the
energy sector or the innovation already occurring,
such as clean energy production and storage.

THE SOLUTION
To transition our energy systems and take
advantage of the worldwide opportunities in clean
energy, we need modernised grid infrastructure and
better storage technologies. We must accelerate
the uptake of existing clean energy technology
and support the development of new clean tech.
This is recognised by the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency which is funding a number of micro
grid and storage development projects.29 The
government’s National Innovation and Science
Agenda should focus on accelerating the energy
transition as a priority.
Governments play an important role in accelerating
investment and uptake of new technology.30
They can help overcome technical and logistical
challenges by enabling Australia’s renewable
energy agencies and premier research agencies
to push the transition, along with world leading
research and targeted investments. This requires
dependable funding for research and development
and funding assistance through grants,
concessional financing, or equity investment for
demonstration projects and emerging technologies.
The government can also provide policy support
for innovation and lead the implementation of clean
energy in its properties and operations.

The government should recalibrate the National
Innovation and Science agenda to address the
challenges of transitioning our energy system.
The agenda will only achieve its aim of “Placing
innovation and science at the heart of policy
making”31 if our damaged climate and clean energy
innovation are genuine government priorities.
This should build on Australia’s membership of
“mission innovation,” which is an international
pledge to double funding for clean energy
research by 2020.32
This kind of research also drives innovation beyond
the energy sphere. Clean energy is an emerging
area with wide technical applications. It spills over
into other fields and creates opportunities for highly
skilled work.33
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Uncertain research budgets
Over the past few decades, successive governments
have reduced funding to federal research agencies.
In 2014, federal government funding for science,
research and innovation was at its lowest level (as
a proportion of GDP) since data was first published
in the 1970s.34 However, without research and
development in clean energy technology, there will
be no breakthroughs to overcome technological
challenges and speed up the transition. The recently
resolved debate about funding the Australian
Renewable Energy Agency was another example
of funding insecurity for clean energy research in
Australia. Providing long term certainty is critical to
ensure gains from innovation and harnessing of nongovernment investment.35

FOUNDATIONAL ACTION
We call on the federal government to make
energy transition a central priority in the
National Innovation and Science Agenda.
The federal government should do so by:
•	Increasing support and funding certainty for
research agencies such as the CSIRO, Bureau of
Meteorology, Geoscience Australia, Australian
Renewable Energy Agency and the Australian
Research Council;
•	Providing targeted policy support to develop
new clean energy generation technologies and
storage;
•	Introducing incentives for investment and uptake
of new technologies;

Government is not walking the talk
Governments use a great deal of electricity.
When the federal government last reported on its
energy use in 2011-12, it was responsible for 1738
gigawatt hours of electricity, equivalent to around
300,000 households.36 The Council of Australian
Governments recognises that governments have a
role to play in its National Energy Productivity Plan:

•	Trialling clean energy technologies in its
properties and operations;
•	Convening an expert panel to investigate and
advise on support for clean energy post 2020
and integration with existing legislation.

Governments should lead by example. Action undertaken
by governments on their own energy productivity can have
flow on benefits to the economy, not only through energy
and cost savings and emissions reductions, but through
leadership and driving market development in related services
and technologies. Governments have undertaken a range of
commitments, for example the Commonwealth commits to
review and revise its own policy by the end of 2016.37
Governments are in a unique position to trial
technologies in their properties and operations,
including – as a starting point – demand
management technology, battery storage and
electric vehicles.

29 http://arena.gov.au/project/delivering-higher-renewable-penetration-innew-land-and-housing-developments-through-off-grid-microgrids/, http://
arena.gov.au/project/garden-island-microgrid-project/
30 Clean Energy Council, PowerShift: A blueprint for a 21st century energy system,
2016, p.16, https://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/dam/cec/policy-andadvocacy/reports/2016/power-shift.pdf
31 Commonwealth of Australia, Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet, National Innovation and Science Agenda, 2015, p. 15. http://www.
innovation.gov.au/system/files/case-study/National%20Innovation%20
and%20Science%20Agenda%20-%20Report.pdf
32 http://mission-innovation.net/participating-countries/#Australia
33 Dechezlepretre, A, Martin, R., and Mohnen, M. Knowledge spillovers from
clean and dirty technologies: a patent citation analysis, Centre for Climate Change
Economics and Policy Working Paper no.151, September 2013
34 ABC Fact Check, Science, research and innovation spending cut to ‘historic
low’ http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-10-07/adam-bandt-researchdevelopment-spending-claim-checks-out/5789134
35 Clean Energy Council Briefing Paper, The impact of defunding ARENA:
plunging into the clean energy valley of death, August 2016, https://www.
cleanenergycouncil.org.au/dam/cec/policy-and-advocacy/reports/2016/theimpact-of-defunding-arena.pdf
36 Solar Citizens and GetUp, The Homegrown Power Plan, 2016, p. 80. Source
document: http://www.industry.gov.au/Energy/EnergyEfficiency/NonresidentialBuildings/GovernmentBuildings/Documents/EAGO-2011-12.pdf
37 COAG Energy Council, National Energy Productivity Plan 2015-2030,
December 2015, p. 20 https://scer.govspace.gov.au/files/2015/12/NationalEnergy-Productivity-Plan-release-version-FINAL.pdf
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ACTION 4: Create an

attractive sustainable
investment environment
for clean energy

THE PROBLEM

THE BARRIERS

Transitioning Australia’s energy sector requires large
scale investment to finance the construction of new
infrastructure and projects and the decommissioning
of old infrastructure. Attracting new types of finance
and investment is an important part of accelerating
the transition. The International Energy Agency
estimates that cumulative investment of $53 trillion
is required in the energy sector by 2035 to finance
the worldwide energy transition to reach the Paris
Agreement’s 2°C goal.38

Australia has an excess supply of electricity
Australia’s electricity grid has more electricity
generation capacity than we need,39 which leaves
little incentive for companies to deploy new clean
energy generation infrastructure. Closing existing,
polluting plants is required as a first step.

But Australia’s unstable policy environment on
climate and energy erodes confidence and causes
capital to flow to countries with more attractive
policies. Investors are looking for stable policy,
regulation and underlying targets so they can
make rational assessments on the revenue they will
receive over the life of an asset. They want to know
whether the revenue they receive will cover the
cost of their investment and provide appropriate
returns to shareholders and financiers. Government
leadership has the potential to provide this stability
for lumpy and large investment capital, ensuring a
steady transition in an efficient manner.
THE SOLUTION
A combination of policies will help deliver attractive,
stable investment conditions for Australia’s transition.
An orderly phase out of Australia’s coal-fired power
stations will help to address the oversupply of electricity
which suppresses wholesale prices and makes
investment in electricity generation less attractive.
An efficient market based carbon pricing mechanism
would also be an important and effective incentive.
The government should also increase other incentives
to drive investment in clean energy and storage to
speed up the transition and attract capital to Australia.

The Renewable Energy Target will end in 2020
Australia’s current Renewable Energy Target (RET)
is designed to make sure at least 33,000 Gigawatthours (GWh) of Australia’s electricity comes from
clean energy sources by 2020.
Since the government introduced it in 2001, the
RET has successfully encouraged investment in
clean energy. Clean Energy Council modelling of
the revised RET in 2015 estimated that by 2020
the target will generate $40.4 billion worth of
investment and 15,200 additional jobs.40
The current growth trajectory for the large scale RET
scheme only runs until 2020, although the scheme will
remain in operation until 2030.41 This puts pressure
on companies to quickly deliver new projects to
maximise their time under the RET umbrella, but
only gives a limited investment horizon beyond this
point. While phasing out coal-fired power stations
would go some way to encouraging new investment,
extending support for clean energy sources would
provide stability for large scale infrastructure renewal.
Incentives need to remain while the excess capacity is
being withdrawn to ensure ongoing investment.42
An extension and expansion of the large-scale
element of the renewable energy target scheme,
which has been proven effective in encouraging
the transition to clean power generation, should
become an urgent policy priority.
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Other policies that help establish a stable market
for clean energy investment include reverse
auctions – which the Australian Capital Territory
is already doing – and contracts for difference
arrangements in government procured Power
Purchase Agreements. Power purchase agreements
for clean energy help guarantee revenue from
the sale of the energy and provide certainty to
investors. The government could consider these
mechanisms to complement an extended and
expanded large scale clean energy target.
Subsidies artificially lower the price of fossil fuels
Emissions intensive energy sources like coal and diesel
receive government subsidies through tax incentives
for fossil fuel exploration and the Fuel Tax Credits
Scheme, which gives certain industries refunds on fuel
excise. These subsidies make the cost of these energy
sources artificially lower, encouraging companies to
keep using them, rather than create an incentive to
shift to clean energy. Government presently subsidises
fossil fuels to the tune of up to $12 billion a year.43
No financial cost on pollution
Without laws to make companies pay for their pollution,
these companies effectively receive a further subsidy, as
they are not responsible for the cost of damaging our
climate. This makes investment in emissions intensive
energy like coal and gas appear more competitive
than clean energy.44 However with a carbon pricing
mechanism to expose the true total cost of power
generation from various energy sources, clean energy
investment is shown to be cost competitive.
Institutions such as the World Bank and International
Monetary Fund continue to promote carbon pricing
and emissions trading as effective ways to mitigate
damage to our climate:

“These [carbon price or emissions trading schemes] are
potentially the most effective mitigation instruments, are
straightforward to administer (for example, building off
fuel excises already commonplace in most countries), raise
(especially timely) revenues for lowering debt or other taxes,
and establish the price signals that are central for redirecting
technological change towards low-emission investments.” 45

“The World Bank Group, business groups, and investors
have called on governments and corporations around the
world to support carbon pricing to bring down emissions
and drive investment into cleaner options.” 46
On their own, structures to make companies pay
for their pollution are unlikely to drive investment
to transition our energy system. However, requiring
companies to pay for their climate pollution, either
through a pricing mechanism, emissions trading
scheme, safeguard mechanism or a baseline and
credit scheme, can, if properly designed, be an
important part of creating stability to give people
confidence to invest in clean energy.
Lack of incentives to invest in Australian
energy transition
Like all investment, the decisive factor that increases
investment in clean energy is return from the
investment balanced against the risk.47 To incentivise
private investment in Australia’s energy transition, the
federal government can make investment in clean
energy more attractive than the alternatives. It can do
this directly through the tax system or through other
actions, such as issuing green bonds to help finance
clean energy projects. For example, on 18 July 2016,
the Victorian government launched a five-year green
bond through the Treasury Corporation of Victoria.48
Globally it is estimated that $500 billion of investment
in clean energy is required by 2020 to ensure the
world is on track to meet the 1.5°C target as part
of the Paris Agreement.49 The need for investment
coincides with low borrowing rates and, for some
countries, even negative borrowing rates.50
The global green bond market continues to grow
rapidly. Around $37.2 billion in green bonds was issued
in the first half of 2016, an 89 per cent increase from
$19.7 billion in the first half of 2015.51 China has become
a major global issuer of green bonds, issuing over $15
billion in green bonds already this year to transform its
energy infrastructure.52 If our government provides the
right investment environment Australia will be able to be
a part of this growing investment movement.
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•	Support the uptake and advances in clean energy
technology, including storage technologies;

Accelerating the process requires a global effort.
At the recent G20 meeting in China the B20 outlined
in its policy recommendations to the G20 that the
“transition of funds from assets that deplete natural
resources to those in the green sector is slow
for a number of reasons, including misplacement
of incentives and a lack of institutional capacity,
understanding, and standards on green finance.”53

•	Incentivise investment in the energy transition
by making investment in clean infrastructure and
technology more attractive than the alternatives;

The government can play a role in accelerating the
global movement of funds to the green sector through
its participation in the international financial system, the
Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the G20. The FSB is
currently working on climate risk disclosure to provide
investors with climate risk information and reveal the
true risk in some investments. The G20’s current focus
on mobilising and incentivising green finance is also
critical. The recent meeting highlighted green financing
needed to be scaled up by overcoming a range of
challenges that the Green Finance study group is
working through.54 The Australian government should
strongly support this work as a priority and implement
recommendations at a national level to ensure green
investment can help fund Australia’s energy transition.
FOUNDATIONAL ACTION
We call on the federal government to remove barriers
and encourage companies to invest in clean energy.

•	Establish an expert panel to investigate and
report on barriers to investment in clean energy
infrastructure and technology.
38 International Energy Agency, World Energy Investment Outlook, 2014, p.4, http://www.
iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/WEO_2014_ES_English_WEB.pdf
39 Australian Energy Market Operator, Electricity Statement of Opportunities for the
National Electricity Market, August 2015, p. 3 http://www.aemo.com.au/Electricity/
Planning/~/media/Files/Electricity/Planning/Reports/ESOO/2015/2015%20
ESOO%20Exec%20Summary.ashx
40 Clean Energy Council, A bipartisan renewable energy target: the huge opportunities for
Australia, May 2015, p. 2, https://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/dam/cec/policyand-advocacy/ret/150527-A-Bipartisan-Renewable-Energy-Target.pdf
41 Clean Energy Council, PowerShift: A blueprint for a 21st century energy system, 2016,
p.16, https://www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au/dam/cec/policy-and-advocacy/
reports/2016/power-shift.pdf
42 Climate Institute, A Switch in Time: Enabling the electricity sector’s transition to net zero
emissions, April 2016, p.14 http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/verve/_resources/
TCI_A-Switch-In-Time_Final.pdf,
43 Richard Webb, Australian Parliamentary Library, Fossil Fuel Taxes, 10 January
2012, http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/
Parliamentary_Library/pubs/BN/2011-2012/FossilFuelTaxes
44 OECD, ‘Three steps to a low-carbon economy,’ November 2015, https://www.
oecd.org/policy-briefs/Three-steps-to-a-low-carbon-economy.pdf
45 International Monetary Fund Staff Discussion note, After Paris: Fiscal,
Macroeconomic, and Financial Implications of Climate Change, p.5, January 2016, http://
www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2016/sdn1601.pdf
46 Carbon Pricing Leadership Coalition, ‘What is Carbon Pricing,’ http://www.
carbonpricingleadership.org/what/ [Website Accessed: 30 May 2016]

This should include actions to:
•	Boost support for clean energy by expanding
and extending the Renewable Energy Target to
buttress other market and emission reform rules;

47 Christa Clapp et al, Centre for International Climate and Environmental
Research. ‘Green Bonds and Environmental Integrity: Insight from CICERO
Second Opinions,’ May 2016, p. 4.

•	Introduce economy-wide complementary laws
(such as a price on pollution) to make companies
pay for their pollution to assist across the breadth
of transition activity;

49 B20, ‘B20 2016 Policy Recommendations to the G20’, 10 August 2016, p. 8,
http://upload.b20-china.org/upload/file/20160810/1470798300517026383.pdf

•	Address the supply and demand imbalance and
plant obsolescence in the National Electricity
Market through planned coal closure;

48 John Weavers, ‘Victoria adds to bond market’s green shoots,’ Australian Financial
Review, July 11 2016, http://www.afr.com/news/victoria-adds-to-bond-marketsgreen-shoots-20160711-gq3cnd

50 OECD. ‘OECD Sovereign Borrowing Outlook, 31 August 2016, http://www.
oecd.org/finance/financial-markets/oecdsovereignborrowingoutlook.htm
51 Moody’s Investors Service, ‘Q2 green bond issuance shows quarterly high; market
to reach $75 billion in 2016,’ 26 July 2016, https://www.moodys.com/research/
Moodys-Q2-green-bond-issuance-shows-quarterly-high-market-to--PR_352704
52 Lianting Tu, ‘China Approves $15 billion of Green Debt in Pollution Fight,’
Bloomberg, June 7 2016, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-06-07/
china-approves-over-15-billion-of-green-debt-in-pollution-fight
53 B20, ‘B20 2016 Policy Recommendations to the G20’, 10 August 2016, p. 9

•	Revise market structures and rules to
appropriately value a safe, reliable, affordable
and carbon constrained electricity market;

54 G20 Green Finance Study Group, ‘G20 Green Finance Synthesis Report’,
5 September 2016, http://unepinquiry.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/
Synthesis_Report_Full_EN.pdf
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An orderly and just
transition
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ACTION 5: Ensure a just

transition for communities
and workers

THE PROBLEM
Coal-fired power production is concentrated
in several regional and rural areas in Australia
– in the Hunter Valley in New South Wales;
Victoria’s Latrobe Valley; Central and South East
Queensland; and two large coal-fired power
stations inland from Bunbury in Western Australia.
The Federal Department of Employment puts the
number of people employed in electricity supply
(the supply, generation, transmission, distribution
and on-selling of electricity) at 54,700 in November
2015.55 As coal-fired power stations are clustered
together in specific regions, unplanned closures will
have a significant impact on local communities.
People are already experiencing the consequences
of coal closure. In May this year, Alinta permanently
closed its Playford B and Northern Power Stations
in South Australia, while Alcoa shut its Anglesea
operations in Victoria in 2015. In New South Wales
Redbank, Wallerawang and Munmorah closed in 2014,
and Collinsville in Queensland ceased operating in
2013. The Hazelwood plant in Victoria’s Latrobe Valley
will close in March 2017.
There is widespread recognition that affected
communities will need help to negotiate this
transition. Recent experiences of the closures in
South Australia and Anglesea in Victoria highlight
the impact that sudden, market-driven closures
have on people who work in coal operations and
their communities. In both cases, the operators and

governments failed to give people support, regional
investment and employment alternatives through
a well-planned phased closure process with a
well-funded transition package. Such transition
support is reasonable when public policy goals
that benefit all of us (addressing climate change)
have a disproportionate effect on some of us
(communities around coal-fired power stations).
THE SOLUTION
Coal-fired power stations and associated mines
make an important contribution to local economies,
so helping people who work in these industries and
their communities to adjust to the transition is both
crucial and fair. A successful and just transition
must ensure communities are given the time and
resources to determine their economic future, in
consultation with governments. This should include
a genuine and honest conversation as early as
possible between communities, companies that
operate generators and all levels of government.
Together, these groups should make regional plans
to help communities and people who lose their
jobs in the transition with appropriate financial
resourcing. The plan should be specific for each
region and its needs, not ‘one size fits all.’
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Case study: GERMANY
Germany’s Ruhr Valley was once synonymous with coal-driven industrial might. At its peak production in the
1950s West Germany produced around 145 million tonnes of coal per annum and employed almost 600,000
miners.56 The coal industry was largely concentrated in the Ruhr Valley in the north west of the country, where
70 per cent of people were employed in coal mining and steel production.57
The industry’s transition began in the 1950s when demand for coal began to fall as domestic coal was
replaced by cheaper coal from other countries and oil became an increasingly popular source of energy.58
Environmental pressures in the region were also a factor. In 1961, then-German opposition leader and
future Chancellor Willy Brandt declared, “the sky above the Ruhr must turn blue again.”59
Since then, the region has radically shifted its economy; in 2014, only 10,000 people still worked in the coal
industry.60 The transition plan focused on enabling people to stay in their communities rather than encouraging
migration to other areas. From the 1960s to the mid-1980s, the German government largely centralised
transition policies and programs, with support from relevant state governments for implementation. The
government invested in road and public transport infrastructure and programs to clean up pollution and
manage waste. It established new universities and technical institutions in the region, as there were none
before. At the same time, it publicly funded early retirement programs and pension funds for coal miners.
From the mid-1980s, the region adopted a ‘bottom up’ approach, designed and implemented by local
groups, including the Regional Association Ruhr, and guided by the state government.61 By bundling
money from public and private sources, they rejuvenated the local environment, such as the heavily
polluted waterway, the Emscher River. New technology and innovation centres grew with a strong focus
on environmental management.
In 2007, the federal government decided to close the last eight underground thermal coal mines and eliminate
subsidies by 2018. The German government, the relevant state governments and RAG – the company that once
owned and operated all the Ruhr valley’s coal mines – made a national agreement.62 The miner’s trade union
supported the national agreement; the majority of workers will reach retirement age by 2018. A trust, established
through legislation, will enable RAG to manage environmental and other legacies that will be left from coal mining.
The transition has been not easy; the region’s economic growth over the period was below the national
average (but still positive) and unemployment is higher than the national average.63 Yet careful planning and
implementation over time made it possible to vastly lessen the impact of transitioning two industries (coal
mining and steel production) that employed 70 per cent of people in the region.
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regions affected by coal closure years before coalfired power stations are scheduled to close; this
will also support the expansion and consolidation
of existing industries in communities. This provides
alternative employment and gives people the
opportunity to re-imagine the identity of their
community when it has been entwined with coal.

THE BARRIERS
The jobs in clean energy are not always in
affected communities
While there are significant employment
opportunities in clean energy, these opportunities
are not necessarily located in coal regions and
do not always neatly fit with the skills of people
who currently work in coal-fired power stations
and mines. Similarly, regions that rely on coal may
not have obvious and immediate opportunities for
alternative economic and industry growth.
When Victoria’s electricity sector started being
privatised in the early 1990s, people in the Latrobe
Valley lost their jobs, the area’s population declined
and property prices fell.64 Unemployment hit a high
of 12.8 per cent.65 Many residents and workers are
understandably worried about this happening again.

Economic modelling commissioned by the Australian
Conservation Foundation and the Australian
Council of Trade Unions found that investment in
infrastructure that helps the economy transition
creates jobs across the economy. This includes
investment in clean energy, energy efficiency and
public transport to help speed the energy transition.66

•	
Community collaboration: Industry restructuring
and transition is a complex problem requiring input
from all stakeholders including workers, community
representatives, unions, industry and government.
The government should also maintain ongoing
support for community services and functions.
Complementary action
We call on the federal government to establish
an independent body to represent the interests
of consumers, communities and workers in the
discussion and development of transition plans.
55 Department of Employment, Employment Projections, ‘Industry Projections’,
November 2015 http://lmip.gov.au/PortalFile.axd?FieldID=1462972
* See Australian Taxation Office, Business Industry Code, Search 26 for definition
of electricity supply https://www.ato.gov.au/Calculators-and-tools/Businessindustry-code-tool/AnzsicCoder.aspx?s=26
56 Franz Josef Wodopia, ‘Coal industry restructuring in Germany’ Euracoal
Conference: Seminar on Restructuring, Katawice, p.1, 16 March 2015. https://
euracoal.eu/events/presentations/
57 Robert P. Taylor, Institute for Industrial Productivity, A review of industrial restructuring
in the Ruhr Valley and relevant points for China, p.4, July 2015, http://www.iipnetwork.org/
Industrial%20Restructuring%20in%20the%20Ruhr%20Valley.pdf
58 Robert P. Taylor, Institute for Industrial Productivity, A review of industrial
restructuring in the Ruhr Valley and relevant points for China, p.4,

FOUNDATIONAL ACTION
We call on the federal government to engage
with local communities and workers, other levels
of government and coal-fired power station
operators early and genuinely to establish and
fund regionally-based transition plans.
Regionally based transition plans should include:
• T
 ransition assistance: The government should
provide financial resources to help people retrain
and, if necessary, relocate. These resources should
be used to leverage extra financial resources from
other levels of government and from industry.
•	
Economic diversification: The government should
accelerate new industry enabling investments for

59 Benjamin Best, ‘Infrastructure conversion creates common goods’ in Emscher
3.0: from grey to blue, eds, Scheck, Vallentin & Venjakob, p. 148, 2013, https://www.
researchgate.net/publication/263714848_Infrastructure_conversion_creates_
common_goods
60 Franz Josef Wodopia, ‘Coal industry restructuring in Germany’ Euracoal
Conference: Seminar on Restructuring, Katawice, p.3
61 Robert P. Taylor, Institute for Industrial Productivity, A review of industrial
restructuring in the Ruhr Valley and relevant points for China, p.9
62 Robert P. Taylor, Institute for Industrial Productivity, A review of industrial
restructuring in the Ruhr Valley and relevant points for China, p.12
63 Robert P. Taylor, Institute for Industrial Productivity, A review of industrial
restructuring in the Ruhr Valley and relevant points for China, p.5
64 Royce Millar, ‘Down in a troubled valley,’ The Age, December 12, 2009 http://
www.smh.com.au/environment/down-in-a-troubled-valley-20091211-koms.html
65 State Government of Victoria, The Latrobe Valley Industry and Roadmap, p.6https://
www.rdv.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/1153997/Latrobe-Valley-industryand-employment-roadmap-WEB_v2.pdf
66 Australian Conservation Foundation, Australian Council of Trade Unions,
‘Jobs in a clean energy future’, October 2016, www.acf.org.au/jobs
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ACTION 6: Support vulnerable

people to use energy efficiently
& adjust to the energy transition

THE PROBLEM
Regardless of which energy sources Australia
chooses in the future, we will need to build
and maintain new power facilities to replace
our ageing coal-fired infrastructure. These new
facilities – whether clean or polluting – will cost
money and probably increase power prices, at
least in the short term.67
Once we have built the new infrastructure we
need, it will be considerably less expensive to
produce electricity from clean energy, as most
renewable sources have no ongoing fuel costs
after construction. Over the long term, people
will pay less money for clean energy.68
Short term costs will add to the already significant
prices people pay for electricity in Australia.
Between 2009-2013, retail electricity prices rose by
more than 59 per cent 69 and Australians now pay
some of the highest power prices in the developed
world.70 Any further short term price rises will take a

large chunk from the disposable incomes of poorer
Australians. It is imperative the energy transition not
make life more difficult for vulnerable people.
THE SOLUTION
We need to limit the impact of further price rises
by helping people use energy more efficiently. This
includes introducing efficiency programs for people
on low incomes, including requiring minimum energy
efficiency standards for rental properties, to make
sure renters can manage their energy use more
efficiently. Existing social housing stock should
be retrofitted to ensure it is energy efficient. The
government should also make sure people with low
incomes are appropriately protected and benefit
from electricity tariff reform. Higher per unit prices
for wholesale electricity do not have to equal higher
total power bills.

St George Community Housing Development
The Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) has partnered with the St George Community Housing and
provided a loan of up to $60 million to upgrade existing and build new energy efficiency properties. More
than 200 new houses will be built alongside upgrades to some of the 4,300 houses managed by St George
Community Housing. Upgrades include improved insulation window glazing, lighting, appliance upgrades
smart meters and solar systems.
The 10-year finance being offered by the CEFC will enable St George Community Housing to build the new
homes at an appreciably better energy rating that would have otherwise been possible.69
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67 Teske, S., Dominish, E., Ison, N. and Maras, K., Institute for Sustainable
Futures, 100% Renewable Energy for Australia – Decarbonising Australia’s
Energy Sector within one Generation. Report prepared by ISF for GetUp! and
Solar Citizens, March 2016, page 6.

THE BARRIERS
Vulnerable people have less access to energy
efficiency improvements and clean technology
Using energy more efficiently is a key way people
can adjust to rising electricity prices. However, it
is difficult for low income households to pay the
upfront investment to upgrade their appliances, install
or purchase clean energy and make their housing
more efficient. People who rent must rely on their
landlords for any improvements, yet as tenants pay
the electricity bills, there is little incentive for landlords
to make their properties more energy efficient. While
tenants can ask for upgrades, landlords in most
jurisdictions are not obliged to make them.

68 Teske, S., Dominish, E., Ison, N. and Maras, K. Institute for Sustainable
Futures, 100% Renewable Energy for Australia – Decarbonising Australia’s
Energy Sector within one Generation, March 2016, p.31
69 Australian Government, Department of Industry, The facts on electricity prices,
p.1, 2013, http://www.industry.gov.au/Energy/EnergyMarkets/Documents/
ELECTRICITY-PRICES-FACTSHEET.pdf
70 Jess Hill, ‘Power Corrupts: How network companies lined their pockets and
drove electricity prices through the roof,’ The Monthly, July 2014, https://www.
themonthly.com.au/issue/2014/july/1404136800/jess-hill/power-corrupts
71 Australian Industry Group, Brotherhood of St Laurence, Choice, Energy
Efficiency Council, A Plan for Affordable Energy, October 2012, http://www.
eec.org.au/uploads/Media%20Releases/Joint%20Statement%20-%20A%20
Plan%20for%20Affordable%20Energy.pdf

Low income families are disproportionately
affected by pricing structures
As discussed in action five, the price people pay for
electricity does not appropriately reflect the cost
of delivering that electricity. All users subsidise the
higher cost of supplying energy during peak times.
This burden falls on all consumers, but people with
low incomes are disproportionately affected, as
they must pay a higher proportion of their income
to cover these increased costs.71
FOUNDATIONAL ACTION
We call on federal and state governments to help
people with low incomes adjust to the energy
transition and specifically to:
•	Set regulated minimum energy efficiency
standards for social and private rental housing;
•	Increase funding for household energy efficiency
schemes that give low income residents and
landlords access to grants or discount finance
to invest in energy efficiency improvement and
clean technology;
•	Help people with low incomes to adjust to the
energy transition by providing additional financial
assistance where necessary.
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Pursue complementary
policies
ACTION 7: Increase Australia’s

Energy Efficiency

THE PROBLEM
Australia’s energy standards lag behind those of global
leaders. Our record on energy efficiency and energy
productivity is poor compared with much of the rest
of the world.72 Improving energy efficiency will help
buffer households and businesses as electricity prices
increase over time and help people use less electricity
from polluting sources across the transition period.
We also need to electrify Australia’s transport
and industrial sectors to accelerate the energy
transition.73 This will involve a large increase in
electricity demand. Improving energy efficiency
will make this more manageable.
THE SOLUTION
We must commit to an ambitious but achievable
energy productivity target. By improving energy
productivity, we can grow Australia’s GDP and
increase international competitiveness.
To achieve this, our government should raise
Australia’s minimum energy standards for
appliances, equipment and buildings to global
standards. This must include the introduction of
associated measurement tools, as well as tightened
vehicle emissions standards. According to the
Australian Alliance to Save Energy, if we double
Australia’s energy productivity by 2030, we will save
$30 billion on energy spending.74
How we develop and build our cities over the
longer term is an important factor in our energy
transition. We must bring Australian cities into line
with the leading international cities and introduce
mechanisms that require new and existing buildings
to meet high standards of energy efficiency. Our

cities must be better equipped to manage energy
demand and support low carbon technologies in
urban renewal areas. These objectives could be
pursued through the City Deals concept promoted
by Prime Minister Turnbull in April 2016.75
THE BARRIERS
Australia’s low energy productivity ambition
In December 2015, Australia’s Energy Ministers
released a National Energy Productivity Plan, aiming
to improve energy productivity in Australia by 40
per cent between 2015 and 2030.76 The document
identifies a range of energy efficiency activities, yet
it recommends Australia implement just over half of
them to meet our current 40 per cent goal.77
This ambition falls short of Australia’s potential;
modelling demonstrates we can double Australia’s
energy productivity by 2030 through investment
in the modernisation of the electricity system.78
By increasing Australia’s target to double energy
productivity, we can provide certainty and guide
government and investor decisions.
Low energy efficiency standards & accountability
Enhanced standards for appliances, equipment and
buildings drive efficiency. For example, better standards
mean houses built after 2010 use around 30 per cent
less electricity than houses built before 2007.79 A review
of the Equipment Energy Efficiency Program (known as
E3), which covers household and industrial equipment
and appliances, found since the year 2000, Australia
has avoided generating 86.8 million tonnes of climate
pollution through energy efficiency measures at an
effective negative cost (i.e. the value of energy savings
exceeds the program costs).80 COAG agreed to deliver
a new E3 priority plan but because of the long review
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time it is unclear when new standards will actually be
implemented.81 Commercial building minimum energy
efficiency standards under the National Construction
are only set to be updated in 2019.82
Energy efficiency in Australia still has vast room
for improvement, with a review of building energy
efficiency published in November 2014 concluding
there is “a pervasive culture of mediocre energy
performance across the Australian building
industry.”83 This was borne out in a study in the
Lancet that found, as a percentage of mortality,
there are more deaths from cold weather in Australia
than in Sweden.84 We can also improve existing
measurement and rating schemes such as the
National Australian Built Environment Rating System
(NABERS), NSW’s Building Sustainability Index
(BASIX) and Green Star.
Lack of harmonisation of schemes and standards
New South Wales, Victoria, the Australian Capital
Territory and South Australia have a range of ‘retailer
energy efficiency obligations’.85 To improve their
effectiveness we should harmonise, strengthen and
expand these schemes across jurisdictions.
We also need to streamline the process for
setting standards. A review into the Greenhouse
and Energy Minimum Standards program
commissioned by the COAG Energy Council
recognised this was necessary, however it is
unclear whether it has been implemented.86
Australia should use international metrics, such as
the common carbon metric for buildings, to report
our energy use to make international comparisons
and reporting easier and accurate.87
Limited incentive for large energy users
to save energy
At the end of June 2014, the government
discontinued its Energy Efficiency Opportunities
program. This program required companies who
used large amounts of energy to participate

and was voluntary for medium energy users.88
Under the program, companies had to identify
and report on potential energy efficiency
improvements, but had no obligation to
implement them. A revised program based on
this scheme, alongside a program for small to
medium enterprises, would help to drive energy
efficiency across the economy.
As large users of energy, governments should ensure
they invest in energy efficiency and productivity.
They should trial new technology and set ambitious
targets for their assets and operations.
FOUNDATIONAL ACTION
We call on the federal government to adopt a
goal to double Australia’s energy productivity
by 2030 and develop an energy efficiency
roadmap to achieve this goal.
This should include measures to:
•	Improve energy efficiency minimum standards
across appliances, industrial equipment and
buildings, including updating the Building Code
of Australia to set higher minimum standards for
energy efficiency and set future paths for ongoing
improvement aligned with the Paris goals;
•	Harmonise and improve energy efficiency
schemes across the country, in line with global
standards, including proper disclosure of carbon
intensity of buildings;
•	Introduce a business and government energy
management plan to help identify energy
efficiency opportunities.
Complementary action
We call on state governments to work with the federal
government to harmonise and improve energy efficiency
measurement and rating schemes across the country.
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72 A. Pears, ‘Australia’s energy productivity plan: great idea, but is it ambitious
enough?’, The Conversation, April 10 2015. https://theconversation.com/
australias-energy-productivity-plan-great-idea-but-is-it-ambitious-enough-39925
73 ClimateWorks and ANU, Pathways to Deep Decarbonisation in 2050:
Electrification and Fuel Switching, http://www.climateworksaustralia.org/
pathways-deep-decarbonisation-2050-electrification-and-fuel-switching
Teske, S., Dominish, E., Ison, N. and Maras, K. (2016) 100% Renewable
Energy for Australia – Decarbonising Australia’s Energy Sector within
one Generation. Report prepared by ISF for GetUp! and Solar Citizens,
March 2016 https://www.uts.edu.au/sites/default/files/article/downloads/
ISF_100%25_Australian_Renewable_Energy_Report.pdf
74 Australian Alliance to Save Energy, Doubling Energy Productivity by 2030,
saving $30 billion each year, April 8 2015, http://a2se.org.au/resource/mediacentre/406-doubling-energy-productivity-by-2030-saving-30-billion-each-year
and 2xEP - Australia’s Energy Productivity Opportunity, November 2014, http://
www.2xep.org.au/files/2XEP_Foundation.pdf
75 Mark Evans, Gerry Stoker, ‘Will Budget 2016 deliver a new deal for
Australian cities?’ The Conversation, April 28 2016, https://theconversation.
com/will-budget-2016-deliver-a-new-deal-for-australian-cities-58581
76 COAG Energy Council, National Energy Productivity Plan 2015-2030,
December 2015, p. 4 https://scer.govspace.gov.au/files/2015/12/NationalEnergy-Productivity-Plan-release-version-FINAL.pdf
77 COAG Energy Council, National Energy Productivity Plan 2015-2030,
December 2015, p. 13
78 ClimateWorks, Australia’s Energy Productivity Potential, March 2015, http://
climateworks.com.au/project/current-project/australias-energy-productivity-potential
79 Department of Industry and Science, Energy White Paper, 8 April 2015, p.37
http://ewp.industry.gov.au/sites/prod.ewp/files/EnergyWhitePaper.pdf
80 Department of Industry, Equipment Energy Efficiency Program, Impact of
the E3 program: Projected energy, cost and emission savings, March 2014, p.9 http://
www.energyrating.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/Energy_Rating_Documents/
Library/General/Equipment_Energy_Efficiency_Program_%28E3%29/
Impacts-of-the-E3-Program.pdf
81 Energy Efficiency Advisory Team, E3 Work Program 2016-17, http://
www.energyrating.gov.au/files/e3-workplan-2016-2017pdf.
82 Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council, Low Carbon, High
Performance, May 2016 http://www.climateworksaustralia.org/sites/default/
files/documents/publications/summary_report_-_low_carbon_high_
performance_20160511_1.pdf
83 Pitt and Sherry, Swinburne University of Technology, National Energy
Efficient Building Project, on behalf of Energy Markets and Programs team
within the Department of State Development, South Australia and funded
by all Australian jurisdictions as part of the National Strategy on Energy
Efficiency (NSEE). November 2014. p. xxi http://www.pittsh.com.au/assets/
files/Projects/NEEBP-final-report-November-2014.pdf
84 A, Gasparrini et al, ’Mortality risk attributable to high and low ambient
temperature: a multicounty observational study,’ The Lancet, Vol 386, May
2015, pp. 369-75 http://www.thelancet.com/pdfs/journals/lancet/PIIS01406736(14)62114-0.pdf
85 http://eex.gov.au/business-support/grants-funding/mandatory-obligationschemes/
86 Energy Council Response to Greenhouse and Energy Minimum Standards
(GEM) review, July 2015 p. 5 http://www.energyrating.gov.au/document/
gems-review-2015-%E2%80%93-energy-council-response
87 United Nations Environment Program’s Sustainable Buildings & Climate
Initiative http://www.unep.org/sbci/pdfs/UNEPSBCICarbonMetric.pdf
88 Energy Efficiency Opportunities Program, http://eex.gov.au/energymanagement/energy-efficiency-opportunities/#Information_resources
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Pursue complementary
policies
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ACTION 8: Dramatically

reduce climate pollution
from transport

THE PROBLEM

THE BARRIERS

Poor vehicle emission standards
Australia’s vehicle emissions standards currently lag
most other developed countries. Our government
Australia’s vehicle emission standards trail
adopted these standards in 1970s and they have
comparable countries and we do not have a carbon
improved somewhat over time, but they have not
emissions standard, which risks Australia being a
kept up with current technologies or standards in
dumping ground for foreign-made vehicles that are
other parts of the world.93
too inefficient for other markets.
Importantly, Australia does not have a carbon
Our truck fleet is much older than comparable
emissions standard, even though three-quarters
countries. According to the Truck Industry Council,
of the light vehicles sold globally are subject to a
our national truck fleet had 582,029 vehicles in
carbon emissions standard.94 Without a standard,
January 2014 with an average age of 13.3 years.90
we have allowed Australia to import foreign-made
In comparison, the UK average is 7.8 years and the
vehicles that are too inefficient for other markets.95
USA’s is 6.7 years.91 Approximately 30 per cent of
Each year in Australia, people buy around a million
the trucks currently on Australia’s roads were first
new cars and small commercial vehicles, such as
registered before 1996. These old trucks are much
vans (1.1 million in 2014), while around four per
more polluting than newer models, as emission
cent of our 16 million-strong vehicle fleet is retired
standards that have scaled up over time weren’t
each year.96 This provides a significant opportunity
introduced until 1996.92
to start converting our vehicles to a higher
standard. Australia’s vehicle manufacturing will
THE SOLUTION
end in 2017, so all new vehicles will be imported.
Australia should increase the emissions standards
of our vehicle fleet by bringing Australia’s standards There is therefore no need to protect domestic
manufacturers or create adjustment periods.
into line with the European Union’s. This will
Transport creates 17 per cent of Australia’s climate
pollution, second only to electricity generation.89

increase the number of low emission vehicles on
the road and accelerate the retirement of older
parts of Australia’s truck fleet.
Our government can achieve more ambitious
emissions standards by regulating vehicle imports,
as Australia will not be manufacturing vehicles from
2017. We should also improve Australia’s public
transport and freight networks and encourage more
active transport such as walking and cycling in
towns and cities.

Overall fuel efficiency in Australia (measured in
grams of CO2 emitted per kilometre) was 188 g/
km in 2014 – an average of 177g/km for passenger
vehicles and 235g/km for light commercial vehicles.
The EU passenger vehicle fleet standard for 2015 is
130g/km.97 By 2021, the EU passenger car standard
(phased in from 2020) will be a fleet average of
95g/km for all new cars, while the light commercial
vehicle standard for 2020 is 147 g/km of CO2.
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Technologies and standards are continually
improving, so to make sure Australia’s standards
keep up, we also need a review process and
timeframe for periodical review.

89 Department of the Environment, Quarterly Update of Australia’s National
Greenhouse Gas Inventory: December 2015, May 2016, p.8. https://www.
environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/7c0b18b4-f230-444a-8ccd162c8545daa6/files/nggi-quarterly-update-dec-2015.pdf

FOUNDATIONAL ACTION

91 Truck Industry Council, National Truck Fleet Report 2015, p. 29, http://
www.truck-industry-council.org/res/file/TIC%20Fleet%20report%20
2015%20screen%20view%20-%20A3%20format.pdf

We call on the federal government to introduce
vehicle emission standards to bring Australia into
line with European Union standards; accelerate
the retirement of the oldest parts of Australia’s
truck fleet; increase investment in public transport,
rail freight and active transport infrastructure, and
work with state and local governments to roll out
national electric vehicle infrastructure.
Complementary action
We call on state and local governments to:
•	Incentivise the uptake of low emission vehicles
through mechanisms such as discounted
registration to encourage uptake; and

90 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 9309.0-Motor Vehicle Census, 31 January
2015, http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Lookup/9309.0Main+Features131%20Jan%202015?OpenDocument

92 Truck Industry Council, National Truck Fleet Report 2015, p. 13.
93 ClimateWorks, Improving Australia’s Light Vehicle Fuel Efficiency, Briefing
Paper, February 2014 http://www.climateworksaustralia.org/sites/default/
files/documents/publications/climateworks_vehicle_efficiency_standards_
briefing_paper_feb2014.pdf
94 ClimateWorks, Improving Australia’s Light Vehicle Fuel Efficiency, Briefing
Paper, February 2014
95 National Transport Commission, ‘Carbon Dioxide Emissions Intensity for
New Australian Light Vehicles 2014’ p.31, April 2015, http://www.ntc.gov.
au/Media/Reports/(28DF073D-71D6-40BB-8FC4-C358C475A2B3).pdf
96 Climate Change Authority, Light Vehicle Emissions Standards for Australia, Research Report, June 2014, p. 23, http://www.climatechangeauthority.
gov.au/files/files/Light%20Vehicle%20Report/Lightvehiclesreport.pdf
97 Australian Government, Vehicle Emissions Discussion Paper, February
2016, p. 10, https://infrastructure.gov.au/roads/environment/forum/files/
Vehicle_Emissions_Discussion_Paper.pdf

•	Increase investment in public transport and
active transport infrastructure.
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Clean energy
— reliable, affordable
and necessary

The purpose of this blueprint’s is to describe the
necessary interventions to enable a smooth and fair
transition to clean energy. While Australia has an
abundance of clean energy resources we did not set
out to identify the technologies that will form part of a
clean energy future. This work has been done already.
Modelling from ClimateWorks Australia
demonstrates that Australia can achieve net zero
levels of emissions by 2050 and continue to grow the
economy at a rate consistent with recent economic
growth by switching to clean energy, embracing
energy efficiency, electrifying the transport fleet
and sequestering any remaining carbon emissions
through our landscapes and technologies.98
Modelling from the University Technology of Sydney
demonstrates a transition to 100 per cent clean
energy within one generation is technically feasible
and economically responsible. By 2030, Australia’s
homes and businesses can be powered by clean
electricity and by 2050 the whole energy system can
be completely decarbonised.99
The Australian Energy Market Operator, in its
investigation into transitioning Australia to 100
per cent renewable energy by 2030, stated that
“operational issues appear manageable but…
several key considerations would require more
detailed investigation.” And that “there are no
fundamental technical limitations to operating
the given 100 per cent clean NEM power system
generation portfolios that have been identified.”100
Finally, modelling from the Australian Council of Trade
Unions and the Australian Conservation Foundation
identified that lowering emissions requires investment

in infrastructure that creates economic activity and
new jobs across the economy.101
A nation fuelled by clean energy is not only
possible, it will decouple our economy from
pollution and create jobs.
Clean energy is also crucial in providing reliable
and affordable energy in to the future. Unabated
fossil fuel based energy cannot be relied upon in a
carbon constrained world. It is not a reliable option
for our future. As Minister for Environment and
Energy, Josh Frydenberg, has said:

“The Australian economy is in transition. We are moving
away from coal and that is not a bad thing.” 102
But the transition must result in secure and
affordable energy. Clean energy combined with
storage provides a secure and reliable choice for
our future.
Energy storage costs have fallen dramatically103
and innovative storage projects are coming to
Australia. In Adelaide, AGL with funding support
from the Australian Renewable Energy Agency
are implementing a 5MW shared storage project
providing secure energy through 1000 connected
batteries in homes and businesses.104 In Port
Augusta, the site of the now closed Alinta coal
plant, a solar thermal plant is proposed that would
generate and store electricity as well as provide
jobs to local communities.105 A recent report by the
Melbourne Energy Institute found a solar thermal
plant such as the one proposed at Port Augusta is
an effective way of boosting the reliability of South
Australia’s electricity grid.106
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98 ClimateWorks, Pathways to Deep Decarbonisation in 2050, September
2014, pg. 13. http://climateworks.com.au/sites/default/files/documents/
publications/climateworks_pdd2050_initialreport_20140923.pdf

Clean energy offers an affordable option. As outlined
in Action 6, once the unavoidable capital investment to
upgrade our aging energy infrastructure is delivered, it
is less expensive to deliver electricity from clean energy
sources. The federal government’s 2015 review of the
renewable energy target also showed that clean energy
offers more affordable electricity into the future.107

99 Teske, S. et al, (2016) ‘100% Renewable Energy For Australia:
Decarbonising Australia’s Energy Sector Within One Generation’, Institute for
Sustainable Futures, UTS.
100 AEMO, 100 per cent renewables study – modelling outcomes, July 2013, p. 9&95,
https://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/d67797b7-d563427f-84eb-c3bb69e34073/files/100-percent-renewables-study-modellingoutcomes-report.pdf
101 Australian Conservation Foundation, Australian Council of Trade
Unions, ‘Jobs in a clean energy future’, October 2016, www.acf.org.au/jobs

Finally, a shift to clean energy is also necessary.
The unprecedented global agreement to curb
carbon pollution to levels that limit global warming
is forcing the transition to clean energy. Without
this transition, global warming will fuel ever more
dangerous weather, fires and droughts and place
our future in grave danger.108 Nations that are slow
to act are likely to suffer economically through
missed investment opportunities. It is possible they
could be penalised by other nations that are acting
as good global citizens.109 The Montreal Protocol
– a global agreement to reduce the use of CFC
gases – enshrined trade sanctions against countries
that didn’t join or didn’t comply.110
In every way we look at our energy future –
reliability, affordability, safety – clean energy
provides the answers. The transition will not be
easy. Change never is. But it is unavoidable.
Sadly, in recent times, despite the support clean
energy enjoys with the Australian community,111
clean energy has become a political football with
fierce debate based on ideologies not evidence.
This is not in the best interests of the Australian
people, business or economy.

102 http://www.abc.net.au/lateline/content/2016/s4508656.htm
103 Bjorn Nykvist and Mans Nilsson, ‘Rapidly falling costs of battery packs
for electric vehicles’ Nature Climate Change, Letters 23 March 2015, pp. 329 -332
104 Australian Renewable Energy Agency, Energy Storage for Commercial
Renewable Integration, http://arena.gov.au/project/energy-storage-forcommercial-renewable-integration/
105 https://repowerportaugusta.good.do/solar4ptaugusta/pages/openletter-to-premier-weatherill/ http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-04/solarthermal-power-station-solastor-plan-port-augusta/7476968
106 McConnell and Sandiford, Melbourne Energy Institute Winds of
change, August 2016, http://energy.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_
file/0017/2054132/SA_PRICES_FINAL.pdf
107 Report of the Expert Panel, Renewable Energy Target Scheme, August
2014, p.37 http://apo.org.au/files/Resource/ret_review_report_2014.pdf
108 Fischer and Knutti, ‘Anthropogenic contribution to global occurrence
of heavy-precipitation and high-temperature extremes,’ Nature Climate Change,
Letters 27 April 2016, pp. 560-565
109 Harun Onder, The World Bank, ‘Trade and Climate Change: An
Analytical Review of Key Issues’, Economic Premise, August 2012 http://
siteresources.worldbank.org/EXTPREMNET/Resources/EP86.pdf
110 Michael Finus, ‘Three ways international finance could enforce a Paris
climate deal,’ The Conversation, December 9 2015, https://theconversation.com/
three-ways-international-finance-could-enforce-a-paris-climate-deal-51763
111 Climate Institute, Climate of the Nation 2016, 2016, http://www.climateinstitute.
org.au/verve/_resources/COTN_2016_Final_WEB_260916.pdf, p.21

Our bright, safe and secure future relies on a planned
and fair transition to clean energy. The longer we take
to accept this reality, the greater the disruption to
Australian communities, workers and business.
Our future relies on governments and parliaments
making the right choices today to set Australia on a
pathway to a clean future.
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A FINAL WORD
“We are the first generation to feel the impact
of climate change and the last generation that
can do something about it”.
— Governor Jay Inslee of Washington State, USA

The energy we use to power our lives is changing. We cannot pretend otherwise.
We have no choice but to curb pollution and transition to energy sources that do not
damage our world.

We must make decisions today to plan for this
inevitability.
This is not a decision for future generations. Before a child born today even finishes
high school, our energy systems will be vastly different. Change is happening now.
Our only choice is how we manage this change. We can make our future fair or disruptive,
predictable or chaotic. This is the choice we make today.
If we choose to lead, we will make possible an orderly and fair transition to clean energy.
We will curb pollution and create healthier lives. We will unleash billions in investment,
help communities and businesses plan for the future and create lasting, meaningful jobs
for Australians.
If we choose to lead, in future years we will look back at the legacy we leave for the
next generation and know we did the right thing.

We have come together now because this is the
time for leadership. We call on our federal government
to lead a national energy transition plan to shift
Australia to clean energy before 2050, or sooner,
and create a future where everyone can thrive.

